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LuxeHome Announces Bath Product Debuts at the
Chicago Design Summit, September 14, 2016

CHICAGO, IL (August 25, 2016) – LuxeHome, the world’s largest collection of premier
boutiques for home building and renovation, located on the first floor of the historic
Merchandise Mart in downtown Chicago, announces bath product debuts to be featured at
the Chicago Design Summit, September 14, 2016 at LuxeHome.
Product Debuts: Bath
Antoniolupi & Ernestomeda Chicago, Suite 128

Antoniolupi ‘BESPOKE’: A design made of unique
details and a perfect balance generated by
perfect proportions, sleek surfaces and
innovative finishes. The collection is made of
important technological and formal details. The
project examines several themes investigating
through functional and aesthetic elements to
create a unique style.
Devon&Devon, Suite 115 (NEW SHOWROOM)

Double Music Vanity: The Double Music Vanity is
an elegant re-interpretation of the original.
Inspired by the American Jazz Age, the Double
Music has the same refined, elegant shapes and
perfectly-balanced proportions of the single
version with a new antique finish as a tribute to
the Florentine silver leafing tradition.

-more-

Graff: Art of Bath Design Center, Suite 103
Finezza Collection: GRAFF will introduce the new
Finezza collection. Following on the success of

Dressage and Expo, GRAFF has brought a
uniquely, beautiful grouping of tubs and basins to
broaden their collections. These additions allow
designers to complete their luxury visualizations
in complete coordination, order from one source
and guarantee that the time and the delivery will
all be all in sequence. Currently Finezza comes in
two options from traditional to transitional and Edwards, that brings a new solid surface that
is the new benchmark for tactile and visual bathing experiences.
NEFF of Chicago, Suite 145

Euro-Laminates: NEFF of Chicago showroom
presents a new line of NEFF Euro-laminates. Like
the chalked oak in this furniture-style vanity,
NEFF’s versatile Euro-laminates are available in
Textured Wood Grain, Low Sheen and Gloss, and
are beautiful in both horizontal and vertical grain
directions.
Porcelanosa Tile+Stage | Kitchen | Bath | Hardwood,
Suite 149

Faces: Porcelanosa’s latest new tile collection will
be introduced. Check out their latest designs,
colors and innovative textures, featuring the
never before seen geometrical collection FACES:
A Stunning Combination of Dimensional and
Geometric Elements.
ROHL, Suite 163

Quartile Series: New for 2016, ROHL introduces
the Quartile Series. A contemporary series for
both the kitchen and bath, the Quartile Series
features a robust four-sided design, built on a
cubic template. Its sharp lines emphasize a
regard for modern architecture like that of the
Milan-based Luigi Bocconi University. Designed
and made in Italy, the form is confidently current.
The series features several Wall and Deck Mounted Bath Faucets, Tub Fillers, Shower
Components and Accessories, as well as a Modern Pull-Out Side Lever Kitchen Faucet to
bring a modern sophistication to today’s contemporary home.

-more-

About the Chicago Design Summit
Join LuxeHome on Wednesday, September 14, 2016 at the Merchandise Mart in downtown
Chicago for a one day residential summit for interior design, architecture, luxury custom
homebuilding, and the business of residential design culminating with the eighth annual
Chicago VIP Luxury Gala celebrating the best in Chicago and Midwest design. More
information at http://chicagodesignsummit.com/.
About LuxeHome
LuxeHome is the world’s largest collection of premier boutiques for home building and
renovation located on the first floor of the Merchandise Mart in Chicago. With more than
125,000 square feet of showroom space featured in over 35 boutiques, LuxeHome is host
to the finest products for home building and renovation from the most recognized and
respected manufacturers worldwide.
LuxeHome offers discerning homeowners and trade professionals one-stop shopping
convenience with access to the finest kitchen, bath, tile, lighting, cabinetry, appliances,
countertops and much more. LuxeHome displays the widest selection of products to suit all
upscale design styles, from modern European to classic American to traditional English. In
addition to the extensive lineup of premier brands, each boutique offers knowledgeable
designers who are available to assist with all phases of each design project. LuxeHome's
boutiques are open for shopping Monday through Saturday. For more information, visit
www.luxehome.com. Follow LuxeHome on Facebook, Houzz, Instagram and Twitter.
Vornado Realty Trust, owner of the Merchandise Mart, based in New York City, is a fully
integrated equity real estate investment trust. Vornado’s common shares are listed on the
New York Stock Exchange and are traded under the symbol VNO. www.vno.com
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